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[1] Interannual variability of sea ice in the Bering Sea and its relationship to atmospheric
variability is analyzed using a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of sea ice
concentrations (SICs) and 1000 hPa wind speeds in winter and spring seasons. The
statistically significant first and second SVD modes, explaining 76.3% and 17.6% in
winter and 54.6% and 29.6% in spring of the squared covariance between the two fields,
are identified for SICs both in the winter and spring seasons with 1 month leading wind
speeds. The spatial structures show that the first (second) SVD mode explains the SIC
variability in the northeastern (northwestern) Bering Sea, related to the local northwesterly
(northerly) wind anomalies for the positive SIC anomalies both in the winter and spring
seasons. A comparison of the first SVD modes between the winter and spring seasons
suggests that the difference of dominant patterns of wind anomalies results in the
difference of SIC anomaly distributions between two seasons. The relationship between
sea ice and atmospheric circulation anomalies indicates that one mode of the leading
two SVD modes in each season is related to large-scale atmospheric circulation
associated with the Aleutian low and the other mode is related to relatively local
atmospheric fluctuations related with pressure anomalies over Alaska. Furthermore, a slight
difference of 700 hPa geopotential height anomalies results in the substantially different sea
ice anomalies. These results suggest that in order to know the interannual sea ice variability in
the Bering Sea, a better understanding of the wind anomalies over the Bering Sea are
important.
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1. Introduction

[2] Year-to-year variability of sea ice in the Bering Sea,
whose topography is shown in Figure 1, is an important
scientific issue for global climate changes [e.g., Wang and
Ikeda, 2000; Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2002] and also for
regional environmental changes [e.g., Stabeno et al., 2001].
Several studies investigated the relation between the sea ice
and atmospheric parameters for the year-to-year sea ice
variability of the Bering Sea. Analyzing sea level pressures
(SLPs), Walsh and Sater [1981] suggested that when
northerly wind anomalies occurred, the sea ice area tends
to be large. Niebauer [1980] reported that greater than
normal sea ice extent is accompanied by northerly compo-
nent of local surface winds. Overland and Pease [1982]
suggested that the frequent storms in the eastern (western)
Bering Sea are related to a larger (smaller) sea ice extent.
Fang and Wallace [1998] showed that the out-of-phase
relation of sea ice extent between the Bering and Okhotsk
Seas is held on interannual timescales in association with the
western Pacific (WP) pattern in 500 hPa heights leading
the sea ice by a month. When the sea ice concentration (SIC)
anomalies in the Bering Sea are positive, the WP pattern is

negative (500 hPa height anomalies over Kamchatka
Peninsula are positive, and those over Japan are negative).
The negative WP pattern is accompanied by northerly wind
anomalies over the Bering Sea, consistent with other studies.
Cavalieri and Parkinson [1987] reported that the sea ice
extent in the Bering Sea tends to be out of phase with the sea
ice extent in the Okhotsk Sea on intraseasonal timescales.
These studies suggest that wind anomalies over the Bering
Sea play a dominant role in the year-to-year sea ice
variations.
[3] Interannual sea ice changes may be caused by either

dynamic or thermodynamic mechanisms, and in both the
mechanisms, wind anomalies may play central roles. The
dynamic mechanism is wind drag of the sea ice. It is known
that sea ice in the open ocean moves sea ice at an angle of
30� to the right of surface wind direction at about 4% of the
wind speed at 3 m [Reynolds et al., 1985]. Recently, Kimura
and Wakatsuchi [2000, 2001] showed that ice motions are
well explained by the wind drag in the Bering Sea, based on
daily satellite observations. For the thermodynamic mech-
anism, winds may contribute to the anomalous sea ice
formations via heat flux anomalies; northerly winds bring
cold and dry airs onto the Bering Sea, and hence enhances
the ocean-to-atmosphere heat fluxes, which can result in
greater ice formations.
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[4] However, the relation between the sea ice in the Bering
Sea and wind anomalies are not fully understood. Are the
year-to-year sea ice variations in the Bering Sea explained
by a single pattern of wind anomalies, or by physically
meaningful two or more patterns? Fang and Wallace [1998]
studied the relation between SIC anomalies and geopoten-
tial height anomalies over the Northern Hemisphere by
using a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis, and
documented only one mode. Although the geopotential
heights are useful in order to know hemispheric-scale
atmospheric circulation anomalies, geopotential heights
may have rather indirect physical relationship to the sea
ice field than surface wind speeds. Thus if one examines
wind speed anomalies, instead of geopotential height
anomalies, one may find different and physically more
direct relations to the sea ice. In particular, relations
between the wind speeds and sea ice may emphasize
localized structures, because the wind speed anomalies
are roughly proportional to the spatial derivatives of geo-
potential height anomalies, and a spatial derivative is a kind

of high-pass filter. Consequently, the wind anomalies
contain relatively stronger energy on short-spatial-scale
phenomena than the geopotential heights. The Bering
Sea, which is the third largest marginal sea in the world,
might have physically and statistically meaningful two or
more modes between the sea ice and atmospheric parame-
ters. If this is the case, to identify those modes is of clear
scientific value. Therefore we investigate the relation
between the sea ice and atmospheric parameters, by using
a SVD analysis between SICs and wind speed anomalies at
the 1000 hPa geopotential heights.
[5] Furthermore, in order to know the seasonal depen-

dency of year-to-year sea ice variability, we examine winter
(December–February) and spring (March–May) SICs sep-
arately. In the winter and spring seasons, the sea ice prevails
over the shallow continental shelf and around the shelf
break mainly in the northeastern Bering Sea, with the 20%
contour line of climatological SICs roughly corresponding
to the shelf break in the northern Bering Sea (Figure 2). The
SIC averaged over the Bering Sea reaches its maximum in

Figure 1. Bathymetry of the Bering Sea. The contour levels are 100, 1000, 3000, and 5000 m depths,
with the thick contour for 1000 m depth.

Figure 2. Climatology of sea ice concentration (SIC) in winter and spring seasons. The contour interval
is 20%, and the regions where the climatologies are larger than 20% are shaded.
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March, and hence the winter and spring seasons correspond
climatological ice-increasing and ice-decreasing seasons,
respectively. The Bering Sea is virtually ice-free in the
summer and autumn seasons. The year-to-year variability
of SICs, expressed by interannual standard deviation, are
larger in the spring season than in the winter season
(Figure 3), with the standard deviations averaged over the
Bering Sea reaching their maximum in April [Parkinson,
1991]. The patterns of the standard deviation indicate that
the topography also influences the interannual variability of
the SICs, as the strong year-to-year variability of SICs is
observed in the southern part of the continental shelf and
around the shelf break. It is noteworthy that the Bering Sea
marine ecosystem is characterized by the highly productive
area known as ‘‘Bering Sea Greenbelt’’ along the shelf
break [Springer et al., 1996], and sea ice in spring plays an
important role in the spring bloom of phytoplankton [e.g.,
Niebauer et al., 1990; Saitoh et al., 2002; Hunt and
Stabeno, 2002]. Thus the year-to-year sea ice variability
might play a role in the Bering Sea ecosystem.
[6] The rest of the present paper is organized as follows.

In section 2, data and methodology are explained. The
results are described in section 3, with subsections of the
relation between sea ice and surface wind, and the relation
between sea ice and atmospheric circulation. Summary and
discussion are presented in section 4.

2. Data and Method

[7] A monthly SIC data set on a 1� � 1� grid from 1870
to 2003 is provided from the UK Meteorological Office as
the Hadley Centre sea ice and sea surface temperature data
set version 1 (HadISST1). Detailed methodologies for the
production of HadISST1 are described by Rayner et al.
[2003]. In HadISST1, the SICs between 1901 and October
1978 are mainly derived from Walsh’s data [Walsh and
Johnson, 1979; Walsh and Chapman, 2001], and which
incorporated satellite observations after 1972 [Walsh and
Chapman, 2001]. The passive microwave SICs data from
November 1978 to 1996 are derived from the Goddard
Space Flight Center [Cavalieri et al., 1999], and from 1997
onward are derived from the NCEP [Grumbine, 1996].
However, the SICs in HadISST1 for the period 1940–
1952 are set to the calendar monthly 1940–1952 climatol-
ogy [Rayner et al., 2003]. Because the SICs from 1940 to
1952 are set to the calendar monthly climatology, we use the

data after 1953. We analyze the data in a rectangle region
(52.5�–66.5�N, 155.5�E–155.5�W) roughly corresponding
the Bering Sea, and filled SICs outside of the Bering Sea
with missing values.
[8] Monthly atmospheric data, including 1000 hPa wind

speeds, 700 hPa geopotential heights (Z700), 1000–500 hPa
thickness, and surface air temperature (SAT) are taken from
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data set [Kalnay et al., 1996].
The data have a global coverage gridded on a 2.5� � 2.5�
grid from 1949 to 2003, but only the SAT data have a T62
Gaussian grid (roughly 1.90� latitude � 1.875� longitude
grid).
[9] The major analysis method in this study is a SVD

analysis [Bretherton et al., 1992], which can extract covari-
ability between two fields. We conduct a SVD analysis
based on a covariance matrix constructed from the yearly
sampled seasonally averaged (winter or spring) anomalies,
with weights proportional to the area represented by grid.
The zonal and meridional wind speeds are combined, so that
the covariance matrix has the size of (N, 2M), where N is the
number of grids for the SICs and M is the number of grids
for the wind speeds. We analyze the 1000 hPa wind speed
data only over the Bering Sea (50�N–70�N, 155�E–
145�W). Previous studies suggest that interannual sea ice
variability lags atmospheric variability by 2–6 weeks [e.g.,
Fang and Wallace, 1998; Deser et al., 2000]. Thus for the
calculation of the SVD modes for the winter (December–
February) SICs, we use 1 month leading (November–
January) wind speed data. Similarly, the SVD modes for
the spring (March–May) SICs are calculated with the
February–April wind speeds. We also examined 2 month
lag or zero month lag, but found that the 1 month lag
(atmosphere-leading) gives the highest covariability be-
tween the two fields. In this paper, winter has been defined
as December, January and February and is labeled by the
year for the appropriate January, and spring has been
defined as March, April and May. Accompanied patterns
of atmospheric circulation are determined by a regression
analysis of Z700, 1000–500 hPa thickness and SAT onto
the temporal coefficients of the SVD mode.
[10] The representativeness of a SVD mode is examined

by several measures. First, squared covariance is the square
of the covariance explained by a SVD mode. Second,
squared covariance fraction (SCF) is the ratio of the squared
covariance explained by a SVD mode to the total squared
covariance. Third, correlation coefficient between the tem-

Figure 3. Standard deviation of SIC anomalies in winter and spring seasons. The contour interval is
5%, and the regions where the standard deviations are larger than 20% are shaded.
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poral coefficients of the two fields of a SVD mode indicates
how the two fields are tightly related. The last measure is
variance fraction (VARF), which is the ratio of the
explained variance of a field relative to the total variance
of a field. Here, the explained variance is calculated based
on heterogeneous regression coefficients. If we assume one
independent observation per each year in the 51 year data,
the significant correlation coefficient at the 95% (99%)
confidence level is 0.28 (0.36).
[11] In order to access the robustness of the SVD modes,

we estimate the statistical significance of the squared
covariance using a Monte Carlo test [Venegas et al.,
1997]. We conduct 300 sets of SVD analyses between the
SICs and temporally shuffled 1000 hPa wind speeds. When
the observed squared covariance is larger than the top 1% of
the surrogate squared covariances, the SVD mode is
regarded to be significant at the 99% confidence level. In
winter, the Monte Carlo test shows that the leading two
modes are significant, while in spring the leading three
modes appeared to be significant. Thus single mode is not
sufficient to explain the relation between the SIC and wind
anomalies for the third largest marginal sea in the world, but
at least two modes should be take into account. Yet, the
third SVD mode in spring explains small variability of sea
ice (5.0%), this mode can be ignored practically. Therefore
we show the results of the first SVD mode (SVD-1) and the
second SVD mode (SVD-2) both in the winter and spring
seasons. We also examined winter and spring SICs by an
empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis, and found
that the leading two EOF modes in the winter and spring
seasons are essentially the same as those obtained by the
SVD analysis.
[12] The quality of the SIC data may present some

problems before 1972 when satellites data were not avail-
able. Therefore in order to check the quality of the SIC data
and how stable the SVD results, we also perform the SVD
analyses separately for the period 1953–1971 and 1972–
2003. The result shows that the leading two SVD modes
before 1972 and after 1972 and from 1953 to 2003 are
essentially same, although the relationship between SICs
and wind speed of the SVD modes before 1972 are weaker
than those after 1972 and the ordering of the leading two
modes is opposite in the wintertime SVD analysis before
1972 compared to those after 1972 and from 1953 to 2003.
Because the leading two SVD modes for the three different
periods are essentially same, we use the data from 1953 to
2003 in the present paper.

3. Results

3.1. Relation Between Sea Ice and 1000 hPa Wind

[13] Figure 4 shows the heterogeneous regression maps
and the temporal coefficients of the first SVD mode
between winter mean (December–February) SIC anomalies
and November– January mean 1000 hPa wind speed
anomalies. The heterogeneous regression map for SIC as
shown in Figure 4a exhibits large positive amplitudes
around the shallow shelf in the northeastern Bering Sea,
and these positive anomalies are located around the eastern
part of the area where the standard deviations of SIC
anomalies are large (Figure 3). The explained variance
calculated based on heterogeneous regression coefficients

is 17.9% and based on homogeneous regression coeffi-
cients, which corresponds to the explained variance of an
EOF mode, is 38.8% (not shown).
[14] The heterogeneous regression map for 1000 hPa

wind indicates anticyclonic wind anomalies around the
center of the Bering Sea (Figure 4b). Northwesterly and
west-northwesterly wind anomalies prevail over the large

Figure 4. First singular value decomposition (SVD)
mode of the wintertime SICs from December to February
and 1 month leading 1000 hPa winds from November to
January from 1953 to 2003. (a) Heterogeneous regression
map for SIC. The contour interval is 5%, and the thick
contour indicates 10%. The regions where the absolute
values of corresponding correlation coefficients are larger
than 0.4 are shaded. (b) Heterogeneous regression map
for 1000 hPa wind. Scaling for the vectors is given at the
lower-right corner. (c) Time series of the normalized
temporal coefficients for SIC (solid curve) and 1000 hPa
wind (dashed curve).
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SIC positive amplitudes. This result indicates that the
anticyclonic wind anomalies are related to the positive sea
ice anomalies in the northeastern Bering Sea. This rela-
tionship can be explained either by the dynamic mecha-
nism (sea ice drift) or by the thermodynamic mechanism
(ice formation due to heat fluxes); the northwesterly and
west-northwesterly wind anomalies can directly drag sea
ices with larger SICs from the north, or bring colder air
masses, which increase surface heat fluxes from the
ocean, resulting larger SICs. Furthermore, convergences
(divergences) of wind anomalies produce sea ice conver-
gences (divergences).
[15] The temporal coefficients for SIC (Figure 4c), which

are well correlated to area-averaged SICs over the whole
Bering Sea (r = 0.86, the time series of area-averaged SICs
not shown), exhibit two notable regimes. That is, SICs are
high before 1976 and low after that, corresponding to the

1970s climate regime shift [Nitta and Yamada, 1989;
Trenberth, 1990; Minobe, 1997]. The 1970s regime shift is
characterized by the strengthening of the Aleutian low [Nitta
and Yamada, 1989]. This is consistent with negative anoma-
lies of the temporal coefficients for wind after 1976, as the
negative anomalies of the temporal coefficients are associa-
ted with cyclonic wind anomalies. A wind speed difference
map between the two periods (1977–2003 minus 1953–
1976) quite resembles the regression map in Figure 4b (not
shown). This result indicates that the 1970s climatic regime
shift gives the substantial impact on the SIC and wind speed
variability in the Bering Sea. The SIC reduction is consistent
with Niebauer [1998], who reported that the climate regime
shift in the 1970s caused a 5% ice cover reduction in the
eastern Bering Sea from November to March. Also previous
studies showed warming of seawater temperature, decreased
ice cover in the Bering Sea [Niebauer, 1980; Luchin et al.,
2002], and warming of surface air temperature over the
Bering Sea [Bond and Adams, 2002] and over Alaska
[Minobe, 2000] in winter in the late 1970s.
[16] Figure 5 shows the second SVD mode in winter. The

large SIC anomalies are located around the western part of
the shelf break in the northwestern Bering Sea (Figure 5a).
This high-SIC anomaly region overlaps western half of the
high standard deviations of SIC anomalies shown in Figure 3.
The positive SIC anomalies of SVD-2 are consistently
accompanied by north-northeasterly and northerly wind
anomalies aloft (Figure 5b). Consequently, the high-SIC
anomalies of SVD-1 (SVD-2) occupy the eastern (western)
parts of the region of high-SIC variability, accompanied by
physically consistent wind anomalies.
[17] The temporal coefficients for SIC of SVD-2 exhibit a

rapid change from heavy ice year to light ice year in the late
1970s, and the temporal coefficients for wind also indicate a
rapid change at the same time (Figure 5c). In contrast to the
large and small sea ice regimes in the temporal coefficients
of the SVD-1, the temporal coefficients for SIC of SVD-2
do not show a prominent difference before and after 1976/
1977. The SICs associated with the SVD-2 were outstand-
ingly large from 1975 to 1977, and were generally large
after 1987. Interannual variability of the temporal coeffi-
cients for SIC of SVD-2 is larger than that of the temporal
coefficients for SIC of SVD-1.
[18] Figure 6 shows the first SVD mode between spring

mean (March–May) SICs and February–April mean
1000 hPa wind speeds. The heterogeneous regression map
of SIC, which explains 25.3% of the total SIC variance (the
heterogeneous regression map accounts for 43.0% of the
total SIC variance), indicates large positive amplitudes
around the shelf break and the shallow shelf in the
northeastern Bering Sea (Figure 6a). This high-SIC area
corresponds to the central and eastern parts of the large SIC
standard deviations (Figure 3). The location of the high-SIC
anomalies of the springtime SVD-1 is reminiscent of those
of the wintertime SVD-1, but the high-SIC region of the
springtime SVD-1 is wider to the west than that of the
wintertime SVD-1 by 9 degrees in longitude.
[19] The spatial pattern of 1000 hPa wind speeds exhibits

strong northwesterly and north-northwesterly wind devia-
tions from central to eastern areas over the Bering Sea
(Figure 6b). The wind anomalies in these directions were
also observed for the wintertime SVD-1. However, the

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for the second SVD
mode.
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northwesterly wind anomalies in spring prevail on a larger
area over the northeastern Bering Sea than the wind
anomalies in winter, in association with the westward shift
of the center of anticyclonic wind anomalies. This is
consistent with the wider sea ice anomalies, and hence the
difference of dominant patterns of wind anomalies are most
likely to result in the different SIC anomaly distributions
between the winter and spring seasons.
[20] The temporal coefficients for SIC of the springtime

SVD-1 exhibit less prominent difference between before
and after 1976/1977 compared with those of the wintertime
SVD-1. Similar to the winter SVD-1, the SIC before 1976
are generally larger than the mean SIC after 1976. However,
SICs from 1970 to 1976 are much larger than the SICs
before 1970, and hence it may not be appropriate to explain

with SIC anomalies before 1976 with a single regime.
Consistent with the large SICs from 1970 to 1976 in present
analysis, Minobe [2002] reported the anomalously cold
summertime sea surface temperatures (SSTs) from 1971 to
1976 in the northeastern Bering Sea, and showed that the
SSTs are highly correlated with springtime SICs (cold SSTs
are associated with larger SICs).
[21] The resemblance in the spatial patterns for the SICs

between the wintertime and springtime SVD-1 leads us to
ask a question: Do sea ice anomalies in the winter season
remain in the spring season? The correlation coefficient
between the SIC time series of the springtime SVD-1 and
that of the wintertime SVD-1 (SVD-2) is significant at 0.47
(0.30), suggesting that the wintertime SICs variability
influences the springtime SICs. This SIC persistency be-
tween the winter and spring seasons is not due to the
persistency of the atmospheric circulation anomalies or
the effect of the wintertime sea ice on springtime wind
conditions, because the correlation coefficients between the
wind speed time series of springtime SVD-1 and the time
series of the leading two wintertime SVD modes are
insignificant. Consequently, the SIC anomalies for the
springtime SVD-1 are mainly caused by the atmospheric
circulation anomalies leading by 1 month, but wintertime
SICs play a secondary role.
[22] Figure 7 shows the second SVD mode in spring. The

regression coefficients of SIC exhibit large positive ampli-
tudes around the northwestern part of the shelf break
(Figure 7a), and this spatial pattern is similar to that of
the wintertime SVD-2 (Figure 5a). Consistently, the positive
SIC anomalies are accompanied by northerly and north-
northeasterly wind anomalies over the western Bering Sea
(Figure 7b), associated with the cyclonic circulation anoma-
lies at 54�N, 166�W near Unimak Pass.
[23] The correlation coefficient between temporal coeffi-

cients for SIC of the SVD-2 in winter and that in spring is
0.45. This correlation again suggests that sea ice anomalies
in winter somewhat affect those in spring.

3.2. Atmospheric Circulation Anomalies

[24] In order to know the relationship between the sea ice
variability and large-scale atmospheric circulation, we per-
form regression analyses of both Z700 and 1000–500 hPa
thickness with the temporal coefficients for SIC of the
leading two SVD modes both in winter and spring seasons.
[25] Figure 8a shows the regression coefficients of Z700

onto the temporal coefficients for SIC of the SVD-1 in winter
for the positive sea ice anomalies. The regressions are
characterized by large positive amplitudes over the southern
Bering Sea and weaker negative amplitudes of opposing
sign centered in western North America. The regression
distribution resembles the Pacific North American (PNA)
pattern defined by Wallace and Gutzler [1981] to some
extent. The location of the positive anomalies over the
southern Bering Sea suggests a relationship with the
Aleutian low variability, and the correlation coefficient
between the temporal coefficients for SIC of the wintertime
SVD-1 and the November–January mean North Pacific
index (NPI), which is an index of the strength of the Aleutian
low [Trenberth and Hurrel, 1994], is 0.42. The positive Z700
anomalies over the southern Bering Sea yield anticyclonic
wind anomalies around the center of the Bering Sea.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for the first SVD mode of
springtime SICs from March to May and 1 month leading
1000 hPa winds from February to April.
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[26] The regression coefficients of thickness anomalies of
the wintertime SVD-1 shown in Figure 9a exhibit that weak
negative thickness anomalies, which indicates negative
temperature anomalies in the lower troposphere, are located
over the northeastern Bering Sea, where positive sea ice
anomalies of the wintertime SVD-1 are located. Yet, the
absolute values of corresponding correlation coefficients
over the SIC anomalies are small (<0.4). In order to clarify
further the importance of the thermodynamics mechanism
(ice formation due to heat fluxes) to the sea ice anomalies,
we perform regression analyses of SAT with the temporal
coefficients for SIC of the SVD-1 in winter (Figure 10). As
with thickness anomalies, the negative SAT anomalies are
located over the northeastern Bering Sea. Although the SAT
anomalies over sea ice may be partly attributed to the sea ice
anomalies themselves, the consistency of negative anoma-
lies between thickness and SAT over the northeastern

Bering Sea suggests that thermodynamic mechanism con-
tributes to the sea ice anomalies in winter season.
[27] The regression maps of atmospheric circulation for

the wintertime SVD-2 indicate different features, compared
to those of the wintertime SVD-1. The Z700 regression map
for the wintertime SVD-2 exhibits negative anomalies over

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for the second SVD
mode.

Figure 8. Regression coefficients of 700 hPa geopotential
heights at each grid point from November to January onto
the temporal coefficients for SIC of the (a) first SVD mode
and the (b) second SVD mode in winter in a north polar
stereographic map (0�E, and the datelines are in the top and
bottom of the panels). The contour interval is 5 m for
Figure 8a and 3 m for Figure 8b, and the regions where the
absolute values of corresponding correlation coefficients are
larger than 0.4 are shaded.
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Alaska, and weaker positive anomalies over northeastern
Siberia (Figure 8b). The pressure gradients between the
negative and the positive anomalies yield the northerly wind
anomalies shown in Figure 5b. The anomalously low Z700
over Alaska associated with the larger SICs is consistent
with the study of Fang and Wallace [1994], who showed
that positive 500 hPa anomalies over Alaska due to strong
blocking ridge are related to negative sea ice anomalies in
the Bering Sea.
[28] The negative thickness anomalies over the northern

Bering Sea of the wintertime SVD-2 strongly suggest the
contribution of negative temperature anomalies to the pos-
itive sea ice anomalies there (Figure 9b). The negative SAT
anomalies are also located over the positive sea over the
northern Bering Sea (not shown). It is notable that the Z700
and thickness anomalies of the wintertime SVD-1 extend to
the low latitudes of the western North Pacific, whereas those
of the wintertime SVD-2 are located in the vicinity of the
Bering Sea. This result suggests that the atmospheric
variability related with wintertime SVD-1 has large scale,
whereas atmospheric variability related with the wintertime
SVD-2 is relatively local.
[29] Figures 11a and 12a show the regression coefficients

of Z700 and 1000–500 hPa thickness, respectively, onto the
temporal coefficients for SIC of the springtime SVD-1. The
gradients of the Z700 regressions between the large nega-
tive anomalies over Alaska and the positive anomalies over
northeastern Siberia effectively produce the northwesterly
wind anomalies shown in Figure 6a. The large negative
thickness anomalies and negative SAT anomalies (SAT map
not shown) are located over the northern Bering Sea,

consistent with positive sea ice anomalies in the northeast-
ern Bering Sea. It is worthwhile noting that the feature of
the large negative Z700 center over Alaska and the negative
thickness and SAT anomalies over the northern Bering
Sea for the springtime SVD-1 resembles those for the
wintertime SVD-2, but the sea ice anomaly locations
corresponding to these SVD modes are different. The center
position of sea ice anomalies of springtime SVD-1 is
located in the northeastern Bering Sea with an eastward
shift by 6 degrees in longitude compared with that of the
wintertime SVD-2. This difference is probably mainly
caused by the difference of the Z700 anomalies over
Alaska. The center position of the Z700 anomalies of the
springtime SVD-1 is slightly shifted eastward compared to
that of the wintertime SVD-2. Consequently, the strong
northwesterly (northerly) wind anomalies for the springtime
SVD-1 (wintertime SVD-2) are located over the northeast-
ern (northwestern) Bering Sea, which yield positive SIC
anomalies there.
[30] The Z700 anomalies corresponding to the springtime

SVD-2 shown in Figure 11b exhibit an important similarity
with those of the wintertime SVD-1. The Z700 anomalies
for the springtime SVD-2 have negative in the southern
Bering Sea, with Z700 gradient in the western Bering Sea
consistent with the aforementioned northerly wind anoma-
lies (Figure 7b). The large Z700 amplitudes over the
southern Bering Sea are commonly found in the wintertime
SVD-1 and springtime SVD-2 except for the signs of these
anomalies. The correlation coefficient between the temporal
coefficients for SIC of the wintertime SVD-2 and the
February–April mean NPI is –0.57, which indicates the
Z700 variability is related with the Aleutian low. However,
the sea ice anomalies of the springtime SVD-2 are located in
the northwestern Bering Sea, while those of the wintertime
SVD-1 are located in the northeastern Bering Sea. It is
noteworthy that the center position of the Z700 anomalies
for the springtime SVD-2 is located in the southeastern
Bering Sea, but that for the wintertime SVD-1 is observed

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, but for 1000–500 hPa
thickness. The contour interval is 5 m.

Figure 10. Regression coefficients of surface air tempera-
ture at each grid point from November to January onto the
temporal coefficients for SIC of the first SVD mode in
winter. The contour interval is 0.5�C, and the regions where
the absolute values of corresponding correlation coefficients
are larger than 0.4 are shaded.
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just outside of the Bering Sea with a westward shift by
8 degrees in longitude compared with the springtime SVD-
2. The Z700 anomalies for the wintertime SVD-1 (spring-
time SVD-2) centered in the southern (southeastern) Bering
Sea with positive (negative) polarity effectively yield north-
westerly (northerly) wind anomalies over the northeastern
(northwestern) Bering Sea, which result in positive SIC
anomalies there, as mentioned above. Hence this result
suggests that slight difference of the center position of
Z700 anomalies significantly affects the location and sign
of sea ice anomalies in the Bering Sea.
[31] The spatial pattern of 1000–500 hPa thickness

anomalies of the springtime SVD-2 shown in Figure 12b
resembles that of the wintertime SVD-1, but the anomalies

of the springtime SVD-2 over the northwestern North
Pacific are large compared with those of the wintertime
SVD-1. The absolute values of correlation coefficients in
the northwestern Bering Sea, where positive sea ice anoma-
lies of the springtime SVD-2 are located, are small (<0.4).
This result suggests the contribution of the thermodynamic
mechanism for the sea ice variability is small. The
corresponding SAT pattern shown in Figure 13 exhibits
negative anomalies over the positive sea ice anomalies.
However, because these negative anomalies do not corre-
spond to the negative thickness anomalies aloft and are

Figure 11. Same as Figure 8, but for data from February
to April. The contour interval is 5 m.

Figure 12. Same as Figure 11, but for 1000–500 hPa
thickness. The contour interval is 5 m.

Figure 13. Same as Figure 10, bur for data from February
to April and the second SVD mode in spring.
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localized over the positive sea ice anomalies, the SAT
anomalies are probably largely affected by sea ice anoma-
lies themselves, i.e., a sea ice feedback to the local SAT [Wu
et al., 2004]. Hence it is confirmed that the contribution of
SAT for sea ice variability again can be ignored in spring
season, during which the ocean melting process may be
important.

4. Summary and Discussion

[32] In this paper, we investigated the interannual vari-
ability of sea ice in the Bering Sea and its relationship to
1000 hPa wind speeds using SVD analyses, and the
statistically significant two SVD modes are documented in
the winter and spring seasons. The region of high year-to-
year SIC variability is predetermined by bathymetries, and
is limited to the shelf break and the shallow shelf. In this
region, 1 month leading local wind anomalies strongly
contribute to the SIC anomalies, with a relation that the
northerly or northwesterly wind anomalies increase the
SICs. The first (second) SVD mode explains the SIC
variability in the northeastern (northwestern) Bering Sea,
associated with the local northwesterly (northerly) wind
anomalies for the positive SIC anomalies. The relation
between the SIC and wind anomalies are consistent with
the dynamic (sea ice drift) and thermodynamic (ice forma-
tion due to heat flux) mechanisms. These features are
common in the winter and spring seasons. Consequently,
the location of SIC variability is strongly constrained by the
topography, and the detailed structures of SIC anomalies are
determined by local winds.
[33] In association with the SIC anomalies of the leading

two SVD modes in the winter and spring seasons, the
relation between sea ice and atmospheric circulation anoma-
lies indicates that the wintertime SVD-1 and springtime
SVD-2 are related with large-scale atmospheric variability
extended to the low latitude of the western North Pacific,
whereas the wintertime SVD-2 and springtime SVD-1 are
related with relatively local atmospheric variability confined
to the middle and high latitudes. The large-scale atmospheric
variability is characterized by the association with the
Aleutian low variations. On the other hand, the local
atmospheric variability is characterized by the large Z700
anomalies over Alaska, and the large temperature anomalies
over the northern Bering Sea. Because the Aleutian low in
spring is weaker than that in winter, it is consistent that the
large-scale atmospheric variability in spring explains smaller
sea ice fluctuations than that in winter.
[34] A comparison of the Z700 anomalies between the

wintertime SVD-1 and springtime SVD-2 shows that a
subtle difference of the center position of Z700 anomalies
results in the substantial difference of the sea ice responses
in the Bering Sea. The center of the Z700 for the wintertime
SVD-1 is located to the slightly westward of that for the
springtime SVD-2 over the southern Bering Sea, resulting
in effective geopotential height gradients and hence wind
anomalies in the northeastern (northwestern) Bering Sea for
the wintertime SVD-1 (springtime SVD-2). Again, the
wintertime SVD-2 and springtime SVD-1 have the negative
Z700 anomalies over Alaska, but the location of the
corresponding sea ice anomalies is different between these
two modes. The difference of the center position of the

Z700 anomalies over Alaska probably causes the difference
location and direction of wind anomalies over the Bering
Sea. These results suggest understanding of the wind
anomalies over the Bering Sea is important to understanding
of the year-to-year sea ice variability. It is not clear why
these slight differences of atmospheric fluctuations between
winter and spring seasons occur, but the cause of the
seasonal dependency of the atmospheric fluctuations is
beyond the scope of this paper.
[35] Which mechanism (dynamics or thermodynamics) is

important in the interannual variability remains an open
question. We calculate a wind-driven ice advection distance.
For example, if sea ice floes drift at about 4% of the 1 m s�1

wind speed anomalies for 3 months, sea ice floes advect
about 3 degrees in latitude [Reynolds et al., 1985]. This
anomalous drift distance combined with the climatological
SIC distributions shown in Figure 2 is large enough for the
observed SIC anomalies. Thus the dynamic mechanism can
solely explain the sea ice variability captured in the present
analysis. On the other hand, the estimation of the contribu-
tion of the thermodynamic mechanism to the interannual
variability needs reliable surface heat flux and sea ice
thickness data [e.g., Tateyama and Enomoto, 2001] over
the Bering Sea. It is desirable to investigate the role of the
dynamic and thermodynamic mechanisms in sea ice varia-
tions using numerical coupled ocean and ice models in the
future.
[36] It is interesting how the global warming influences

the sea ice in the Bering Sea via the atmospheric circulation
anomalies. Carnell and Senior [1998] showed wintertime
SLP decreases around the southeastern Bering Sea in a
doubled-CO2 simulation with the second Hadley Centre
coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation model. If this
is the case, the SLP anomalies and associated wind anoma-
lies may be less effective to sea ice over the northeastern
Bering Sea, but cause northerly wind anomalies and tend to
increase sea ice over the northwestern Bering Sea opposing
to the sea ice decrease tendency due to warming itself.
Therefore in order to understand the future sea ice variabil-
ity in the Bering Sea, it is important to accurately know the
variations of atmospheric circulation anomalies.
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